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VIDEO GAMES cont.

Detroit become human
Recall Center No. 5 (android ’death camp’)
Deviant android having deviated from expected, programmed behavior
Kara, Alice, Luther, Ralph notable androids (and possible ’deviants’)
”Battle for Detroit” ch. revolution

Mother series
Mr. Saturn’s and Saturn Valley free healthcare, housing, leisure
Boney dog companion / character
Kumatora pink hair girl
Magypsies gender bending wizards-witches-fairies (e.g. Ionia, whose favorite are pickles.....)
the Nowhere Islands Mother 3’s world

Il. Mother : [1,2] Earthbound’s Saturn Valley village entrance, doctor [3] Mother 3 Iona’s house
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Deus Ex, System Shock writers
Ultima Underworld II Austin Grossman (”Lead Writer”, ”Conversations”) [Player’s guide]. LookingGlass
System Shock Austin Grossman (under ”designers”) [game]. LookingGlass
Deus Ex Sheldon Pacotti (”dialogue”), Austin Grossman (”additional dialogue”), Chris Todd (”in-

game text...”) [in order, manual]. Ion Storm, Romero et al.’s studio
Deus Ex Invisible War Credits : Sheldon Pacotti (”lead writer”) [manual]. Ion Storm

Note : Doug Church is credited ”Project Leader” and ”Lead Programmer” for Ultima Underworld II [Player’s guide], then
”Programming” for System Shock [game]. Spector : ”Producer” [UU2,SS] and ”Project Director” [DE].

It is interesting to note how even in games like System Shock, programmers appear comparatively late in credits (past 10th
category): If not done yet, a history or their changing place and importance in video games would be worthwhile writing.

BOOKS

— Gerardo Con Diaz. 2019. Software Rights: How patent law transformed software development in
America. Yale Univ. Press

Chapter 1 follows Richard Hamming from Manhattan Project to Bell Labs, 2 is dedicated to IBM in the 1950s-60s; part
three covers the personal computer (Altair, Apple etc.)...

— The X-Files related literature
As succesful works do, The X-Files has generated a pile of literature – official, unofficial, fiction, non-fiction, fan fiction,
canonical so called etc. – that is hard to quantify, keep track of; an attempt to offer a selection or overview is made. Roughly,
there appear to be 3 waves : beginning and end of the original series, as well as a renaissance coinciding with the new series

The Official Guide to... 6 vol. (1995-2001) Lowry (1-2), Meisler (3-5), Shapiro (6) w/ Sarah Stegall. Vol.
1 covers the first two seasons, 2 the third season, 6 the seventh

The X-Files Magazine (1990s) interviews (e.g. Gilligan), features (e.g. ”Top 20 villains”)...
Jane Goldman’s Book of the Unexplained. 2 vol.. (1995/7) attempts to connect series content with ’real’ events
X Marks the Spot. On Location With The X-Files (1999) filming locations i.e. Vancouver
Anne Simon’s The Real Science Behind the X-Files (2001) books like these, i.e. offering to give a scientific perspective

are usually published for popular series, esp. sci-fi
The Official Collection. 3 vol.. Titan (2016)* episode guides, interviews (e.g. King, who wrote ”Chinga” in

S5), features (e.g. special effects)...
The X-Files Origins 1: Agent of Chaos, 2: Devil’s Advocate (2017)* Mulder and Scully’s background stories, as teenagers*
The Official Archives (2020)* collection of ’facsimile’-style case files

*”Chris Carter, the creator of The X-Files himself, deemed them “canon,” or rather, the “official” backstories” Entertainment
Weekly, Jan. 2017]

— Krauss, Lawrence. 1997. The Physics of Star Trek. Basic Books
One of the early examples in this genre (’The science of...’, ’The physics of...’, etc.); written by a physics professor.
Hawking, (who appeared in the series), writes in the foreword : ”Science fiction like Star Trek is not only good fun but it
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O’Malley, with his conspiracy theorist airs, grave tone and stern looks a la Jones, still manages an early de-
scription of the collapse of civilization that Season 10 culminates in, ends on. His show is web-based, and at some
point shut down (for 6 weeks(?)). He accuses, what he refers to as, mainstream media of not doing a good job,
“failing to cover the story”.

COMPUTER SCIENCE PAPERS : ANONYMITY NETWORKS

The Invisible Internet Project, or I2P, does not enjoy the same popularity as Tor. A collection of recent studies
done on this other network follows,

— Nguyen Phong Hoang, Sadie Doreen, Michalis Polychronakis. 2019. “Measuring I2P Cen-
sorship at a Global Scale”. FOCI

“we measured at a global scale the availability of four different I2P services: the official homepage, its
mirror site, reseed servers, and active relays in the network. (...) With different techniques for detecting
domain name blocking, network packet injection, and block pages, we discovered I2P censorship in five
countries: China, Iran, Oman, Qatar, and Kuwait.”

—Nguyen Phong Hoang, Panagiotis Kintis, Manos Antonakakis, Michalis Polychronakis. 2018.
“An Empirical Study of the I2P Anonymity Network and its Censorship Resistance”. IMC

“we measure properties including population, churn rate, router type, and the geographic distribution
of I2P peers. We find that there are currently around 32K active I2P peers in the network on a daily
basis.”

Here, members of the I2P thanked in the acknowledgments are ”Sadie Doreen, str4d, echelon, meeh, psi,
slumlord, and zzz.”
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